Midterm Oral presentation

On the dates specified in the schedule, each student will present their progress to date in class. Each student will have 5-8 minutes to present their progress. You should read the instructions below and the rubric, BEFORE creating your presentation to make sure you have everything.

Your presentation should consist of the following:

- A single title slide with your name, project title, and course
- A single slide that reviews what you are doing in your project (<1min)
- 2-3 slides that show what you have done to this point. Use case demonstrations (<5min)
  - this is obviously the most critical part of the presentation.
  - A CS student might choose to include:
  - Some visual of how their program currently acts (perhaps a video or screenshot)
  - Photos of a hardware project
  - Video recording of your implementation (i.e. DNS server doing its job)
  - An IT student might choose to include:
    - 1-2 slides that describe what you have left to do (<2min)

The rubric for scoring this can be found here